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Cm Pitching moment coefficient, pitching moment /q.Sc
C. Rolling moment coefficient, rolling moment/qSc
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a lateral acceleration, feet/second




normal acceleration, feet /second'
b wing span, feet
e.g. airplane center of gravity
c mean aerodynamic chord, feet
d lateral displacement, feet
p
g gravitational constant, feet/second
h vertical displacement, feet
-'-xx
moment of inertia about the principal x axis, slug-feet
Ix moment of inertia about the stability x axis, slug-feet
Iyy moment of inertia about the principal y axis, slug-feet
I moment of inertia about the stability y axis, slug-feet
n




moment of inertia about the stability z axis, slug-feet
m airplane mass, slugs
lateral acceleration, a /gy .__, ~.y/
n
z
normal acceleration, -az /g
p=cp rolling velocity, radians /second
p=cp* rolling acceleration, radians /second
q_=Q pitching velocity, feet/second
q=Q* pitching acceleration, radians/second
R range, feet
/ 2
r=\J/ yawing velocity, feet/second
p
r=ijf yawing acceleration, radians /second

viii
5 wing area, square feet
(SF) display scale factor
t time, seconds
Uc aircraft carrier speed, kts
u± oscilloscope display dimensions, cm
Vo initial airplane airspeed, feet/second
v lateral velocity, feet/second
W airplane weight, pounds
w vertical velocity, feet/second
WOD wind over deck, kts
a angle of attack, radians
3 sideslip angle, radians
§ rate of change of sideslip angle, radians/second
y actual glide slope angle, degrees
6 control surface deflection, radians
% flight path and simulator display geometric angles
9 pitch angle, radians
\ wavelength, feet
p air density, slugs/foot
cp bank angle, radians








g gust (atmospheric turbulence)
o (zero) initial condition or initial value
Prescript
A (delta) perturbation in motion indicated by simbol following

SUMMARY
This study is concerned with the development and evaluation of a six
degree of freedom flight simulator and its use in an investigation of a
nonlinear control system. Linearized equations of motion to describe the
LING TEMPCO VOUGHT F-8 airplane in the carrier approach maneuver formed
the basis of the flight simulator development. The equations of motion
were mechanized on an analog computer. The airplane motion variables from
the analog computer were combined with appropriate nonlinear functions of
range to form the display of the flight simulator. The display presents
the horizon, the meatball of the FLOLS, and the deck centerline and ramp
of the aircraft carrier.
Experienced Navy pilots flew all the simulated carrier approaches con-
ducted during this investigation. The pilots' opinion ratings and per-
formance were the basis of the analysis. Pilot opinion ratings were based
on the Cooper rating system, and pilot -airplane performance was measured
as the vertical and lateral deviation from the desired glide path, at the
termination of the approach.
The evaluation of the simulator indicated that, by comparison with
actual flight information, the simulator is capable of reproducing actual
flight information with meaningful correspondence, when there are non-
trivial differences in the parameters being investigated. It was also
indicated that there is some direct correspondence between average pilot-
airplane lateral-directional performance and pilot opinion rating.
The second phase of the study was concerned with the use of the
flight simulator to investigate some parameters of a nonlinear roll
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damper system of the type employed in the F-8 airplane. The simulated
F-8 airplane flights in "moderate" atmospheric turbulence indicated no
clear preference in the roll damper configurations tested. Only in the
simulator flights in "severe" atmospheric turbulence did any clear pre-
ference as to the configuration of the roll damper emerge. Among the
configurations tested, the system currently installed in the F-8 air-
plane was preferred. Since all the systems tested provided more damping
and less maneuverability than the current F-8 airplane system, a study
should be undertaken to determine if a system which provides less damp-




The aircraft carrier approach is one of the most exacting pilot tasks
in aviation today. This task is made more difficult by the relatively
poor low speed stability and handling qualities of current high performance
jet aircraft. This situation has created the need for stability augmenta-
tion systems, especially for use in the power approach configuration of
the airplane . The choice of a stability augmentation system requires a
compromise between desired stability and required maneuverability, es-
pecially when there is some limitation on control power. One possible
solution is the application of nonlinear damping. The damping feedback
gain can be made a function of the pilots' control stick position. The
feedback gain is high when the pilots ' stick deflections are small, and
when the pilot uses large stick deflection for maneuvering, the feedback
gain is diminished or entirely removed. This principle of nonlinear
damping is the theme of this study. Since the LING TEMPCO VOUGHT F-8
airplane currently employs a roll damper system based on the nonlinear
division of roll rate authority between pilot and roll damper system, it
was decided to make the F-8 airplane and roll damper system the basis for
the investigation.
As the first phase of such an investigation a six degree of freedom,
fixed base flight simulator was developed and evaluated. This flight
simulator places a human "pilot" in the situation of controlling a high
performance jet airplane in a standard aircraft carrier approach maneuver
under variable atmospheric turbulence . The approach task is characterized
by the requirement to fly the simulator with minimum deviations in altitude
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and lateral displacement from the desired glide slope and carrier deck
centerline respectively, in order to make a satisfactory landing. The
magnitude of these deviations at the termination of the approach can "be
considered a measure of pilot -airplane performance.
The second phase of the investigation was concerned with the study
of some parameters of a nonlinear roll damper system of the type employed
in the F-8 airplane. The system operates as a control stick governed
gain in the negative feedback of roll rate to aileron deflection. This
initial investigation was limited to the evaluation of some basic para-
meters of the nonlinear gain function. These parameters are discussed
in detail in section III C. Pilot opinions of the handling qualities of
the simulated airplanes were based on the Cooper rating system, which is
reported on in Ref . 1. Table I is a brief outline of the Cooper rating
system which was utilized. Table II briefly summarizes the flight ex-





The carrier approach simulator, and the investigation pertaining thereto,
required the use of various electrical and electronic equipment, of which
the PACE TR-U8 analog computer was the primary element. Fig. 1 shows a
photograph of the simulator system which includes these various items to
he described in detail below.
Fig. 2 shows a functional block diagram arrangement of the equipment
used in this study. The PACE TR-^8 analog computer (Electronics Associ-
ates, Inc.) is a solid state computer with fifty-eight operational amplifiers
and sixty potentiometers . Some of this capacity was utilized for the air-
plane equations of motion and the remaining capacity was used for generat-
ing the simulator display signals.
Also used was the DONNER MODEL 3100 analog computer. This computer
contains thirty operational amplifiers and forty potentiometers, and was
used in conjunction with three MODEL 3751 function generators . These function
generators supplied nonlinear functions of range which controlled deck growth,
lateral displacement, and the meatball sensitivity of the display during
the approach maneuver.
The cockpit simulator consists of a seat, control stick, rudder pedals
and throttle with quadrant, all mounted in a wooden chassis or framework.
This piece of equipment is full scale, in that it allows the pilot to sit
in the seat and "control" the progress of the simulated approach. Attached
to all cockpit simulator controls are lOOKft potentiometers. These potentio-
meters are center-tapped and supplied with reference voltages of ± 10 volts.
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The potentiometers are used for signal generation proportional to rudder
pedal and control stick deflections to be introduced into the airplane
equations of motion which are set up on the TR-^8 computer.
The display is a simulation of the pilot's view from the cockpit
during a carrier approach and is seen on an eight centimeter by ten centi-
meter screen of a TEKTRONICS, INC. cathode ray oscilloscope.
The complete simulator set-up has the capability of having noise intro-
duced to simulate air turbulence during the approach task. Airplane res-
ponse to turbulence and pilot control is seen as appropriate displacements
of carrier deck and horizon on the display. The noise (turbulence) was
obtained from a two channel magnetic tape recording of Gaussian noise which
emanated from a low frequency noise generator. The Magnecord tape recorder
transport was used in conjunction with a modulator and demodulator for re-
cording the original tape and playing back the tape during simulated
approaches
.
A six channel Brush recorder was used to graph responses of airplane
to turbulence and control inputs and to evaluate the quality of the
simulated approaches .
Fig. 2 shows the relationship and utilization of the equipment described
above in simple block diagram form, with brief descriptions of individual
signals on interconnecting lines.
B. AIRPLANE EQUATIONS OF MOTION
The equations used to describe the airplane's motion during the final
approach to a carrier landing are the usual linear, constant coefficient,
differential equations derived from Newton's law by means of the small
perturbation theory. The use of these equations to describe the airplane
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motions assumes that atmospheric turbulence and control surface deflections
cause only small perturbations to the airplane's steady state flight con-
dition. The equations of motion are written for longitudinal motion and
lateral-directional motion, with the assumption that there is no cross
coupling between the two sets of equations. The validity of these as-
sumptions lies in the fact that the final portion of a carrier approach,
after intercepting and trimming the airplane onto the glide slope, is an
unaccelerated, constant airspeed, shallow descent to the landing. In order
to make a satisfactory landing approach the airplane's deviations from the
prescribed flight path must be small, thus they are approximately small
perturbations from the desired steady state flight path.
The equations of motion are developed in real time notation since a
pilot was required to "fly" the simulator.
The lateral-directional handling qualities of the airplane were the
primary concern of this study, so that a simplified set of longitudinal
equations was used. The longitudinal degrees of freedom were added to the
simulator primarily to increase the piloting task. In the development of
the longitudinal equations of motion it was assumed that airspeed was held
constant and therefore, only the lift and pitching moment equations were
required to describe the airplane's longitudinal motion. The use of only
the lift and pitching moment equations yields a reasonable approximation
to the airplane's short period motion while eliminating the phugoid mode
entirely. This approximation, since the drag equation has been dropped,
may be thought of as though the drag equation is satisfied instantaneously
by an automatic throttle configuration which maintains constant airspeed.
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The elimination of the phugoid mode of motion is reasonable since the air-
plane response to the phugoid excitation is suppressed under the exacting
pilot control required in a carrier approach.
The equations of motion are written in a stability axis system where
the X-axis is aligned initially with the steady state relative wind. This
choice of axis systems eliminates the vertical velocity component caused
by the airplane's descent to the landing by placing the X-axis along the
desired glide slope. This approximation to the condition that the steady
state flight path be nearly horizontal is assumed valid in that the glide
slope angle is approximately three degrees
.
The resultant dimensional equations describing the airplane motion
are written in the notation of Ref. 2. After division by the coefficient
of the highest derivative the equations of motion take the following form:
Longitudinal
(a) Lift equation:
Ac* - A9 + -2 La + ,— A6e = (l)
Vo v o
(b) Pitchimg moment equation:
A6"
- M^A9 - % ha - M^Ac* - M6e A6e = (2)
Lateral-Directional
(a) Side force equation:
Y (v - Y ^ Ye







w - Jr A^ = (3)




y^^'~ LrA^ - V^B " L6 A&a - L6 A6 r = (4)
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(c) Yawing moment equation:
A*'- NrA* - -?± Acp'- Np/*p - NVV A3 " N 6aA&a
" ^A&r =0 (5)
For the remainder of the report the A notation will be dropped for
"brevity, with the knowledge that all motion variables are assumed to be
small perturbations from the steady state condition.
Vertical displacement of the airplane, with respect to the desired
glide slope, is required as part of the simulator display. The airplane's
displacement from the desired glide slope was determined by rearranging the
lift equation (l) so as to yield normal acceleration:
a
z
= - V + L6e &e (la)
The double integration of normal acceleration yields the desired displace-
ment from the glide slope
.
The two uncoupled sets of equations and the normal acceleration equation
were programmed for the TR-^8 analog computer; program diagrams are presented
in Fig. 3 and Fig. k.
The coefficients of the equations of motion, for the F-8 airplane in the
power approach configuration, were determined from stability derivatives
supplied to the Bureau of Naval Weapons by the Ling Temco Vought Corporation.
Information utilized from this report is reproduced in Table III.
The use of the stability axis system requires the airplane's moments
and products of inertia to be calculated based on the stability axes. This
made it necessary to transform the moments of inertia from the principal
axes to the stability axes; the stability X-axis being 6.U degrees nose down
from the principal X-axis (Fig. 5). The equations of motion and the normal
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acceleration equation, with numerical values of the coefficients for the
basic F-8 airplane become:
Longitudinal
(a) Lift equation:
a - 6 + .398 a + .0596 6e = (6)
(b) Pitching moment equation:




= - 93.5 ff+ 14.0 6e (6a)
Lateral-Directional
(a) Side force equation:
6 + .193 p - .063 cp " -137 cp + .96 i - .035 6r = (8)
(b) Rolling moment equation:
cp* + 1.62 ^ + .91 t'- .875 ^ + 14.35 3 - 5-45 6a - .768 6r = (9)
(c) Yawing moment equation:
V+ .219 i + .104 cp*+ -027 cp - 2.14 g + .218 6a + 1.082 6 r = (10)
Some of the dimensional stability derivatives were changed to represent
other airplane configurations during the evaluation of the simulator; these
dimensional stability derivatives are listed in Table IV.
Yaw stability augmentation system
The yaw stabilization system presently in use on the F-8 airplane is
described by the following transfer function:
6r s(s + 5.45) . .
— = (s + 1.735)(s + 13.6) radians/g (ll)
V





.231 s(j?^+ 1) (22)
1.735 13Td
This transfer function is plotted as the solid lines in Fig. 6. In order
to simplify the mechanization of the yaw stabilization system, and yet
retain its effectiveness and predominant low frequency dynamic chatacter-
istics the following approximation was made:
6r .231s k s /,,n
which is plotted as the dashed line in Fig. 6 and can he considered a reason-
able approximation to the actual transfer function. It may be seen in
Fig. 6 that the approximate transfer function is less than two db higher
in amplitude than the exact function below frequencies of approximately
1^4- radians /second, and does not deviate more than three db from the exact
function at all frequencies. At frequencies below three radians/second the
phase angle of the approximation leads the exact function by less than six
degrees, and does not deviate more than 16 degrees at frequencies above
three radians/second. It should be noted that the natural frequencies of
pilot and gust inputs, and airplane responses are generally at or below
one cycle/second (6.28 radians /second); so that in this frequency range
the approximate function deviates from the exact function by less than
two db in amplitude and 12 degrees in phase.
In the F-8 airplane, ny is measured by an accelerometer located at
fuselage station Mj-0 and waterline 91« The center of gravity of the air-
plane in the power approach configuration chosen for this analysis is at
fuselage station ^50 and water line 97; thus the accelerometer is ten
inches forward and six inches below the e.g. of the airplane. It was
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assumed that the accelerometer was located at the e.g. of the airplane.
This approximation greatly simplified the mechanization of the yaw
stabilization system and vas considered to be in keeping "with other
assumptions made. It must be pointed out that the yaw stabilization
system vas required only to approximate the F-8 airplane and vas not a
direct part of the study of the nonlinear roll stabilization-aileron
control system. With the approximation that the accelerometer vas lo-
cated at the airplane's e.g., the lateral acceleration measured by the
accelerometer becomes:
The lateral acceleration, vith numerical values for the coefficients,
becomes:
riy = - IA053 + .2566 r (15)
Combining equations (13) and (lh) the complete form of the yav stabilization
transfer function becomes:
kvoYv kY«r
6r -|j-g- p +— 6rj fm: (l6)
The yav stabilization system computer diagram is presented in Fig. 1. This
form of yav stabilization vas maintained throughout the study.
It may be noted, by examination of equation (l6) and Fig. 7 , that the
yav stabilization of the F-8 airplane is in reality a "turn coordinator."
With no rudder input by the pilot, any lateral acceleration must be the
result of sideslip. The lateral acceleration vill cause a rudder deflec-
tion appropriate to cancel the sideslip and the resultant lateral
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acceleration. It may also be noted that this type of yaw stabilization
allows the pilot to command a steady sideslip of the airplane by de-
fleeting the rudder. For straight line flight the resultant steady
sideslip may be seen by setting n„ equal to zero in equation (lU).
Roll damper system
The roll damper system in use on the F-8 airplane is a nonlinear
function of lateral control stick position, and is described by the
transfer function:
6a =Kp(6 s )p (17)
where K— is the roll damper gain dependent on lateral control stick
It
position (6 S )« With the lateral control stick centered the roll damper
gain is high, and the roll damper system provides its maximum reduction
of roll rate due to atmospheric turbulence . This high gain would be un-
desirable when the pilot needs to maneuver the airplane rapidly, since
the airplane's response to the pilot's lateral stick deflections would be
very sluggish. Therefore, the roll damper gain is decreased with lateral
stick position when the pilot is maneuvering the airplane. This type of
roll damper gain, high when stability is important and low when maneuver-
ability is desired, is achieved with a nonlinear roll damper of the type
installed in the F-8 airplane. The configurations of the nonlinear gain
investigated during this study are depicted in Fig. 8. The roll damper
computer diagram is presented as Fig. ^.
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C. FLIGHT PATH GEOMETRY
The flight path geometry is based on an analysis of "what the pilot
sees through the windscreen of the F-8 airplane while making an approach
to a carrier landing
.
First, the conditions necessary for the optimum carrier approach
should be specified. In the most general terms, a constant airspeed
should "be maintained, with glide slope flown so as to keep the meatball
of the Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System (FLOLS) "split" by the datum
lights while the line-up of the airplane flight path is constantly co-
incident with the vertical plane containing the deck centerline
.
With the foregoing in mind, the particular approach considered
herein, is the one described by a k relative glide slope flown at an
approach speed of 139 knots true airspeed. In actual practice, the F-8
pilot would fly the optimum angle of attack during the approach. At the
airplane weight considered in this study, this optimum angle of attack
results in a true airspeed of 139 knots. Fig. 10 depicts the vector dia-
gram of the approach. The ship's speed through the water (U
s ), together
with the ambient or natural wind (AW), sum up to the total wind over the
deck (WOD) when the ship is headed into the wind. The relative glide path
is the h path shown. The actual glide path angle ('V) is seen to be a
function of ship's forward speed and not ambient wind. Variations in
ambient wind would change the airplane attitude, power required and rela-
tive speed, but not the angle of attack so long as desired airspeed is
maintained. The more the ambient wind, the higher is the nose attitude
required to maintain the same inertial path and angle of attack. The
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relative speedy or the engaging speed, is approximately the difference be-
tween 139 knots and the wind over the deck. Sinking speed for this ap-
proach is the same regardless of ambient wind or ship's speed.
Fig. 11 shows the details of the relative path flown during the
carrier approach maneuver. Dimensions shown are approximate for a typical
U.S. Navy Attack Carrier. Visualization of the approach geometry is simpli-
fied if the flight path is considered to be traversed by the pilot's eye,
as seen in Fig. 11. A ^° relative glide path would require an apparent
"eye touch down point" 362 feet down the deck from the approach end of the
deck. The approach end of the deck hereinafter will be called the "ramp."
The deck landing area is 665 feet in length. Range (R) is defined as the
horizontal distance from the ramp to the pilot's eye. The angles T] and
T)2 are the angles between the apparent eye touch down point and the far
edge of the flight deck and ramp, respectively. The distance hQ is the
vertical height from the ramp to the pilot's eye when R = 0. When the
pilot is precisely on the glide slope, hQ = 25.3 feet for the F-8 airplane
in the approach configuration, as stated in Ref. 3»
It can be seen from Fig. 11 that equations which define the angles T)-j_
and T^ as functions of range are:
f(V> - *) = (" t 3*jjH ^° ( 18 )
and
tm(k° + Tfe) . O + 3fe)tan ^° (19)R
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Two other degrees of freedom, or the visualization resulting from
these degrees of freedom, are also functions of range. These are the alti-
tude indication, observed from the FLOLS, and the lateral displacement from
the deck centerline
.
When the pilot is flying on the glide slope, the meatball appears
to be "split" by the datum lights of the FLOLS. When above glide slope,
the meatball appears above the datum lights and when flying below the
glide slope the meatball is below the datum lights . Fig . 12 is a sketch
of the Fresnel lens geometry as related to the pilot visualizations
during the approach. Lens construction is such that the meatball virtual
image is located 150 feet behind the lens box which is approximately four
feet in total height. It can be seen here that meatball position on the
lens unit delineates a glide slope angle to the viewer. Due to this angle
definition feature, a large Ah at far range would place the meatball in
the same position on the lens unit as would some smaller Ah at closer
range. This simply means that the FLOLS is more sensitive as the pilot
approaches it. From Fig. 12 it is seen that:
Ah' * 150 / po n
AjT " R + 362 + 150 ^
U)
where Ah ' is the distance in feet that the meatball is above the datum
lights on the lens unit, and Ah is the distance in feet that the pilot's
eye is above the desired glide slope.
Lateral displacement, as seen by the pilot, is a visualization of some
reference point on deck located to one side of the centerline of the wind-
screen (for \|r = o) with the deck centerline always pointing toward the same
vanishing point on the horizon. The vanishing point effect here is emphasized
to distinguish the lateral displacement visualization from the yaw visualization.
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Fig. 13 shows, in a view above, the geometry of the lateral displacement
visualization. The distance d is the actual lateral displacement in
feet. The pilot views the apparent eye touch down point (selected as the
reference point on deck) off to the side at an angle TL . It can be seen
that, for a given lateral displacement, TU varies as a function of range,
in accordance with:
Tlo = tan"
1 V- (21)5 R + 362 v '
The additional three degrees of freedom which are to be considered
for the display are airplane pitch, yaw and roll. The visualization is
simply an angular displacement of the field of view to correspond with the
angle of pitch, yaw or roll. There is no variation with range for these
angular perturbations. Fig. 1^ is a sketch to aid in the visualization of
yaw. It is a view from above and will be used in the next section to ex-
plain the details of the simulator display.
D. CARRIER APPROACH SIMULATOR DISPLAY
The display which simulates the pilot's view during the carrier ap-
proach maneuver consists of traces on an eight by ten centimeter screen of
the cathode ray oscilloscope. Prior to a detailed description of the dis-
play, it is briefly stated that the display consists of a horizon trace,
deck centerline and ramp traces, and a dot to represent the meatball of
the FLOLS. Fig. 15 shows four sketches of the Carrier Approach Simulator
Display. A main feature of the display is that the varying size of the
traces of the carrier deck represents apparent growth of the deck as range
decreases
.
The deck traces grow from very small to large in a nonlinear
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manner in 28 seconds; this is the time required to fly the glide slope
from a range of 5000 feet to the ramp at a relative speed of 105 knots.
The display is viewed by the pilot making the simulated carrier approach
while controlling the airplane with the control stick and rudder pedals.
Fig. 15A is the display for the on glide slope flight condition at
a far distant range, with no yaw, lateral displacement, roll or pitch.
The meatball is on the horizon and the deck centerline and ramp traces
appear small in size and are geometrically located straight ahead in
the field of view
.
Fig. 15B shows the airplane to be above glide slope (meatball above
horizon) and at closer range than in Fig. 15A. Also seen on Fig. 15B
are the indications of nose down pitch and lateral displacement of the
airplane to the left of the deck centerline . Lateral displacement is
seen here as the deck centerline not perpendicular to the horizon. An
angle other than 90 degrees between centerline and both horizon and ramp
is apparent when laterally displaced. Pitch is seen simply as the com-
plete display on the screen moved up to indicate nose down pitch of the
airplane
.
Fig. 15C indicates the below glide slope and right wing down flight
condition. Pitch perturbation is zero. The range is approximately the
same as that in Fig. 15B.
Fig. 15D shows that the approaching airplane is on glide slope,
yawed nose left and at the closest range shown in any view. There is no
lateral displacement seen in Fig. 15D since the deck centerline is per-




Determination of dimensions and locations of the traces on the
simulator display required that some actual viewing angles through the
F-8 front wind screen be known. Fig. l6 shows the viewing angle pos-
sible through the F-8 front wind screen as obtained from the inter-
pretation of photographs and actual measurements. It was estimated
that the viewing angle in the vertical plane is 17*5 degrees; 8.5 degrees
above the horizon and nine degrees below the horizon for the airplane
attitude for this simulated approach. The above data locates the hori-
zon and the apparent eye touch down point on the centerline trace of the
display. They are points (l) and (2) respectively on Fig. l6. For the
case of no perturbations or lateral displacements from centerline, the
two points should remain fixed while the traces representing the deck
centerline and ramp would lengthen with the decrease in range as the
simulated approach is accomplished. Since the eight centimeter height
of the display screen represents the 17*5 degree viewing angle, it can
be stated that the ratio 8/l7«5 is the display scale factor (SF) in
centimeters per degree. It can be seen on Fig. 16 that point (l) should
be located (SF) x 9° = ^.11 centimeters from the bottom of the display
screen. Location of point (2) should be (SF) x k = 1.83 centimeters
below the horizon, or point (l). The F-8 airplane roll axis was found
to project 2.5 degrees above the horizon for the airplane attitude con-
sidered. For simplicity, the roll axis was assumed to pass through
the pilot's eye and extend out at this angle. Point (3) on Fig. l6,
therefore, identifies the position about which the display rotates to





The deck centerline length apparent on the display is the distance
SL\ plus 12. as seen in Fig . l6 . These lengths may "be calculated from:
J&! = (SF)% (22)
and
^2 = (SF)T^ (23)
where T^ and T^> are in degrees and are calculated for given values of
range from equations (l8) and (19). Equations (19) and (23) appear some-
what difficult to use, at first glance, since the right hand side denom-
inator of the equat ions approaches zero as the pilot approaches the ramp.
This problem is solved by virtue of the fact that, as the pilot nears the
ramp during the approach, the ramp at some value of range, disappears
from sight under the nose of the airplane . The disappearence of the ramp
from sight in the actual approach would correspond to the ramp trace
going off the bottom of the scope during the simulated approach. This
allows easy simulation of the apparent deck centerline "growth" as range
decreases. From Fig. l6 it is clearly seen that when T^ = 5° the ramp
should just disappear off the bottom of the display. This corresponds to
a range of 290 feet, from a solution of equation (19) • The simulated ap-
proach could be continued for several seconds after the loss from sight of
the ramp with no detrimental loss of features on the display or acuity of
control.
As stated earlier, a dot on the display represents the meatball of
the Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System (FLOLS). The on-glide -slope con-
dition places the meatball at the horizon. Fig. 12 shows that the angle
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T\h is the angle seen by the pilot between the datum lights and the
meatball. This angle is used to obtain correct placement of the meat-
ball above the horizon on the display which will correspond to the
pilot's eye being Ah feet above desired glide slope. Using the same
tack as previously followed:
and
u2 = (SF)%(57.3) (25)
where u2 , in centimeters, is the distance on the display that the meat-
ball should be displaced above the horizon to correspond with T|.
. The
angle \ is a function of Ah' and R from equation (2k) and Ah' is
a function of Ah and R from equation (20) . After substitutions and
simplification, it was found that:
(26)
3920 AhU2" (R + 5H2)(R + 362)
At the ramp, during an actual approach, the pilot sees the meatball dis-
appear off the top or bottom of the FLOLS when he is 7^35 feet above or
below glide slope, respectively. This would be seen as only .155 centi-
meters on the display from a solution of equation (26). Since this is
considered too trivial an indication of a very serious flight condition,
the simulator visualization used was that described by the equation:
^ ~ (R + 362) ( 2| )
which requires that v^ = 1.0 centimeter for Ah = 7.35 feet at R = 0.
This approximation still relates the realistic quality of a more sensi-
tive meatball as range decreases.
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Lateral displacement from the deck centerline is a visualization
easily identified on the display as the deck centerline not perpendicular
to the horizon. From Fig. 13 > it can be see that, for small displacements:
where d is the actual displacement in feet which is to be simulated on
the display. The dimension on the display (u-,) to simulate this displace-











where u-i is the distance in centimeters that the apparent eye touch
down point is displaced from the center of the screen to correspond with
d feet actual displacement at a range (R)
.
The effectiveness of the display depends to a great extent on the
function of range as described in this section. The display dimensions
(j&l + £2) and (I.83 - £}.) are the complete deck centerline length and the
distance from horizon to the far edge of the deck, respectively. These
two dimensions, together with the function
./_\ constantfW =
R + 362
are listed in Table V for various values of R. It can be seen from
equations (27) and (30) that this latter function of range is that required
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for the desired display effects for meatball sensitivity and lateral dis-
placement, respectively. The three functions of range are set on
function generators, scaled down or combined as appropriate, and sent
as signals on trunk lines to the TR-U8 computer or servo multipliers, as
detailed in Fig. IT and shown in simplified form in Fig. 2. The remain-
ing electronic circuitry required to produce the actual display traces
was developed by Princeton University Instrumentation personnel.
E. STMJIATED ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
In order to increase the piloting task and evaluate the different
roll damper gain configurations, atmospheric turbulence, in the form of
gusts, was introduced as forcing functions in the airplane equations of
motion. The gust spectrum was obtained by passing white noise obtained
from a Gaussian noise generator through a first order filter with the





This gust spectrum is similar to the spectrum used in Ref. 5. A thirty
minute long magnetic tape recording of the gust signal was made. Random
portions of the tape recording were used during all flights in the simu-
lator. The root mean square (RMS) level of the atmospheric turbulence
about a zero mean lateral wind was changed during different portions of
the investigation. These various RMS levels are tabulated in Table VI.
In the development of the longitudinal equations of motion, it was
assumed that the airplane's forward velocity was held constant, and the
drag equation was omitted. In keeping with this simplified set of longi-




airplane's forward velocity would not add materially to the lateral-
directional handling qualities study. Therefore, no gusts parallel
with flight path were added to the longitudinal equations of motion.
Initial investigation of the piloting task was conducted with at-
mospheric turbulence composed of both vertical and lateral gusts causing
perturbations in angle of attack and sideslip angle, respectively, in
the equations of motion. Perturbations in angle of attack and sideslip
angle due to gusts were:
«g = r (32)v o
and
v
% = v"v o
During this initial investigation it became apparent that the introduction
of <y„ type gusts increased the piloting task to the point where it
greatly detracted from the lateral-directional handling qualities invest-
igation. This occurred with even low levels of atmospheric turbulence.
The derogatory effect of the q, gusts may be partially attributed to
the simplified set of longitudinal equations chosen for the simulation.
In addition, the present development of the simulator furnishes no angle
of attack or normal acceleration information to the pilot. It was felt
that the simplification afforded by these assumptions in the longitudinal
equations of motion was in keeping with the purpose of this study. It
must be noted that, during the usual lateral control stick motions made
by the pilot, the pilot introduces small elevator deflections which per-




ina&vertent elevator deflections made the longitudinal piloting task
sufficiently difficult for the purpose of this investigation. It was
therefore necessary to introduce only lateral gusts in the equations
of mot ion
.
As indicated previously, lateral gusts effectively take the form
of forcing functions in the airplane's equations of motion. Since the
airplane's response to these gust perturbations are dependent on the
airplane stability derivatives, the gusts were introduced by substitut-
ing (g + $„.} for g in the lateral-directional equations of motion
equations (3), (h) , and (5) • The introduction of the gust into the
equations of motion on the analog computer may be seen in Fig. h. It
will be noted that no attempt was made to account for gust wave length
or gradients in the gust model employed, as it was assumed that gusts
encompassed the entire airplane equally. Both Ref . 5 and Ref . 6 indi-
cated the validity of the gust model chosen. It is interesting to note
that the pilots who flew the simulator during the investigation felt
that the atmospheric turbulence was realistic in the manner in which the





The procedures adopted for the first phase of this study were aimed
an evaluation of the carrier approach simulator itself. It "was thoug
that more credence could he attached to any data resulting from the use of
simulator if it could he shown that flight in the simulator had some
non-trivial correspondence with flight in an actual airplane
.
The task chosen for the evaluation was the flying of simulated
carrier approaches by four pilots, each flying four selected airplane con-
figurations. The four airplane configurations were for hypothetical air-
planes with neither roll nor yaw damper systems . They were chosen because
actual field carrier* flight information, in the form of Cooper ratings,
were available from Ref . 7« The object was to determine whether carrier
approaches on the simulator merited corresponding Cooper ratings as did
the field carrier landing approaches made by other experienced pilots who
flew nearly identical configurations in a variable stability airplane. ^Y.e
dimensional stability derivatives which describe the four airplane con-
figurations from Ref. 7 are reproduced in Table IV. All approaches in this
simulator evaluation phase were flown in "light" turbulence. The adjective
descriptions of light, moderate and severe atmospheric turbulence are de-
fined in Table VI.
The pilot was allowed to fly each configuration until he felt he was
familiar with its handling qualities. After this familiarization period a
•''Carrier landings practiced at an airfield
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minimum of eight approaches were flown for performance recording. Pilot-
airplane performance was measured quantitatively by recording time histories
of vertical displacement from the glide slope and the lateral displacement
i >m the carrier deck centerline . These data were tabulated for the ter-
mination of the simulated approach, i.e. at the ramp. Also recorded were
e Cooper rating and any comments or remarks by the pilot concerning his
flight in that configuration. Approximately 15 approaches were flown and
recorded in this phase, in addition to the familiarization approaches.
The second phase of this study consisted of the investigation of four
different configurations of a non-linear roll damper for the F-8 airplane
in the carrier approach maneuver (Fig. 8). The procedures consisted of
flying for performance recording a minimum of eight approaches by each of
six pilots with each different roll damper configuration. Prior to flyi
the recorded approaches the pilot was allowed to fly each configuration un-
til he was familiar with its handling qualities. These approaches were
flown in the presence of both "moderate" and "severe" atmospheric tur-
bulence .
As before, performance was measured quantitatively by recording time
histories of vertical displacement from the glide slope and lateral dis-
placement from the centerline . Data were tabulated for the terminal point
of the simulated approach. Also recorded were the pilots Cooper rating £
comments at the conclusion of flying each F-8 roll damper configuration.
More than ^-00 simulated approaches were flown and recorded in this phase of




During the flights in the simulator the pilots were told only th
they were flying different airplane configurations in the first phase
,
and different roll damper configurations in the second phase. The pilot
3 not told what configuration he was flying. The order in which the
different configurations were flown by each pilot was arbitrary. Some
of the pilots flew the same configurations more than once during his
evaluation period. It is worthy of note that, in most of these cases,
3 pilots repeated their initial evaluation of the configuration they
reflew
.
B. EVALUATION OF THE FLIGHT SIMULATOR
The six degrees of freedom simulator developed in this study was in-
tended primarily as a tool for investigating flight control systems, and
possibly for the investigation of instrument approach displays. The use
of the simulator for instrument approach display investigation was not a
direct part of this study.
In order to determine how results from simulator studies might be
expected to compare with similar studies conducted in actual airplanes,
the four hypothetical airplane configurations from Ref . 7 were chosen to
"flown" on the simulator. The configuration numbers are those from
Ref. 7. The use of the configurations from Ref. 7 was considered to be a
reasonable "yardstick" for two reasons: first, the pilot task in the
actual flights of Ref. 7 "was a field carrier approach and second, the ob-
ject of the study in Ref. 7 "was lateral-directional handling Qualities.
The basis of the present study was the comparison of pilot opinion ratings
(Cooper ratings) between similar airplane configurations flown in the
simulator and in the variable stability airplane of Ref. J. In both this
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study and in Ref . 7 a minimum of emphasis was placed c . the longitudi
handling qualities of the airplan .
The results of the simulator flights are tabulated in Table VII. A]
listed in Table VII are the average Cooper ratings determined from the
actual flight tests of the four configurations from Ref. 7- The resu..
listed in Table VII indicated that, in general, the simulator is capal
of reproducing actual flight data to a reasonable degree. One very notice-
able point in Table VII is the fact that all four of the pilots engaged in
the simulated flights rated the four configurations in the same order, from
best to vorst. It may also be noticed that the different pilots, with very
few exceptions, rated each configuration nearly the same. Comparing the
average Cooper ratings from the simulator flights with the results of
Ref. 7; it is very apparent that major changes in airplane configurations
are readily discernable in the simulator. This is most apparent in the
results of configurations six and 20, the best and worst configurations
respectively. In configuration six, the average Cooper ratings from the
simulator (2.8) and the actual flight tests (2.6) are nearly identical. In
configuration 20, the average Cooper rating from the simulator (5 A) is
somewhat better than that found in actual flight tests (6.5), although two
of the four simulator pilots rated the configuration as a six. Tnese high
Cooper ratings indicate unacceptable airplane configurations, yet it was
felt that the better rating was found in the simulator since the pilot does
not feel that he is personally in danger in the simulator, as he might
feel in an actual flight situation.
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It is also apparent from the comparison of the results of the simulator
;hts in configurations 7 and 17, that all four pilots who flew the
simulator reversed the relative Cooper ratings of these two configuratic
h respect to the results of Ref. 7. A comparison of the Cooper ratings
of configurations 7 and 17 individually with their respective Cooper
Lngs from Ref. T, indicates reasonable correlation between the simulator
a ... actual flight data. The fact that the relative standings of con-
figurations 7 a-nd 17 were reversed with respect to Ref. 7 is not con-
sidered too serious since these two configurations were rated quite closely
in both the simulator and in actual flight. The consistent reversal of
the relative standings of these two configurations does however, indicate
that the simulator possibly lacks some motion cue which is necessary to
properly differentiate between the two configurations. Examination of the
dimensional stability derivatives which describe these two configurations
(Table IV ) indicates that the major differences between the two con-
figurations are in their yawing derivatives (N§ , ~E , Nr ). Configuration 17
exhibits proverse aileron yaw (N§ ), positive yaw due to roll rate (lO, and
lower yaw damping (Nr ) than configuration 7 in which Ng and 1L, are zero.
Further, It was noted in the pilot's comments that yaw was the most bother-
some problem encountered in configuration 17 and was the basis for the
poorer Cooper ratings. The pilots generally felt that it was more difficult
to control configuration 17' s yawing motions. Since it is impossible zo
see sideslip on the simulator display, it was felt that the simulator did
not present the cues necessary to effectively control sideslip. This seems
to indicate that the simulator should have a visual presentation similar zo
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the "ball" portion of an airplane's turn indicator. The addition of the
sideslip indicator should give the pilot the information required to
effectively coordinate the aileron and rudder controls . In the varia
stability airplane of Ref . 7, the pilot had a turn indicator as veil as
the physical cues of sideslip. This may have made it possible for the
pilots to control configuration 17 more easily in the variable stability
airplane. The lack of these cues in the simulator may possibly explain
why the relative Cooper ratings from the simulator study of configura-
tions 7 and 17 were reversed with respect of results of Ref. 7»
Another important aspect of the simulator evaluation involves the
observation of a correlation of the measured pilot -airplane performance
to the Cooper ratings assigned by pilots. Figure 18 is a plot of ver-
tical displacement from the glide slope and lateral displacement from
the deck centerline as functions of Cooper rating. The shaded areas en-
compass approximately 88$ of the data representing these displacements
as functions of Cooper ratings. The straight lines represent the best;
straight line approximation to the average data plotted in these areas
.
It seems apparent in Figure 18 that the better Cooper ratings were as-
signed to those configurations which had better pilot -airplane performance
in lateral displacement. The poorer Cooper ratings were given when the
performance in lateral displacement indicated poorer lateral-directional
handling qualities. This trend is considered to be one aspect attesting
to the realism of the simulation. It also seems apparent in Figure 18
that the vertical displacement from the glide slope is nearly independent
of Cooper rating. This may also be considered as further verification of
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the simulation since the longitudinal dynamics of all airplane configura-
tions were the same, the longitudinal stability derivatives were not
changed between configurations . It may be noted in Table VII that near
every pilot exhibited some deviation from the above mentioned trends, ".
the average values from each configuration followed the indicated trends
.
Comments, remarks, and observations of the investigators and the
pilots who flew the simulator in this evaluation phase were also con-
sidered noteworthy, but somewhat less important than measured performance
Cooper rating data. It was observed that all pilots took between
one and two hours to "learn" to fly the simulator. One fact considered
important is that the most experienced carrier pilot, Pilot F, a grad-
uate of the Navy test pilots school, learned to fly the simulator with
precision most rapidly. Pilot D had difficulty learning to correct for
nose attitude with respect to the visualization of the horizon on the
display. Pilot E had difficulty with wing attitude but not with nose
altitude. This latter pilot, at first, tended to increase the bank angle
when the intended correction was to level the wings. This latter pilot
was the most experienced Instrument pilot . His wing attitude learning
problem is difficult to explain since the display has the same visual
cue for wing attitude as does an aircraft gyro horizon. Each visual cue
has the horizon rotating in the same manner with respect to the viewer.
The nose attitude and wing attitude learning problems seemed to be over-
come when these individuals were able to figuratively place themselves
a cockpit looking out at the carrier deck and horizon.
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During the evaluation of the simulator it became apparent that a
ber of possible improvements might be made to the simulator. The
st of these was indicated by the difficulty some of the pilots en-
tered in learning to fly the simulator. It was felt that the i -
..ion of a "hood" which restricts the pilots view to just the display
I the interior of the simulator might make the learning problem easier.
The hood should help the pilot place himself figuratively in an airplane
ich is moving, rather than having him see the display move with res-
pect to his fixed surroundings . Another improvement would be the use of
a display screen larger than the eight by ten centimeter display employed
during this study. This would tend to make the viewing angles of the
display the same as the viewing angles in the actual airplane.
Two possible additions to the simulator, which may be necessary if
the simulator is to be used for longitudinal studies, would be an angle
of attack indicator and a pilot controlled throttle. It is also possible
that the addition of an angle of attack indicator would be beneficial with'
out the addition of the throttle
.
Two of the three experienced jet pilots who flew the simulator indi-
cated that the simulator stick forces were somewhat lighter than those in
the F-8 airplane. Although these pilots did not feel that this detracted
from the study being conducted, they did feel that more realistic sti
forces would enhance the simulator. It must be noted that all the pilots
felt that the display was effective and realistic in the manner in which
it presented the flight information.
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This, along with the fact that none of the pilots felt that any nece.
flight information was missing, seemed to validate the simulator display.
It was felt that the simulator, or modification thereto, should
prove to be a useful experimental tool for evaluating differences in con-
trol systems
.
C. NCMLIMEAR ROLL DAMPER I]WFSTIGATOT
The nonlinear roll damper considered in this investigation is one in
which roll rate is fed back to the ailerons with a variable gain (K™)
.
The feedback gain is a function of lateral control stick deflection. The
four configurations of the nonlinear gain investigated are depicted in
Fig. 8.
During this investigation the minimum and maximum magnitudes of K-^
were held constant at the values presently in use on the F-8 airplane:
0.025 and O.685, respectively. This decision was supported by an investi-
gation of the airplane's response to pulse inputs of rudder and aileron,,
which indicated no appreciable differences in the airplane's response for
values of Kp between 0.5 and 0.8.
With the maximum and minimum values of Kp thus eliminated as parameters,
the investigation was restricted to an attempt to determine the effects of
the two remaining characteristics necessary to define the roll damper gai.;
function. These are the width of a "flat top" and the slope of the sides.
The basic theme used in selecting the roll damper gain functions, was
that of providing the pilot with more damping over a wider range of stick
deflections than is available in the current F-8 airplane . This added
damping, of course, is gained at the expense of the pilot's roll rate
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command authority. The roll damper gain function presently employed on
F-8 airplane is configuration 1 in Fig. 8. The additional shapes investi-
gated -were defined "by varying only one of the two parameters with respect
to configuration l.
;
Thus,, the two configurations which had a finite wid
to the "flat top" had the same slope to the sides as configuration 1, and
the configuration which had a different slope to the sides had a pointed top.
The four configurations were flown by each of six pilots in two at-
mospheric turbulence conditions . Tables VIII and IX show the results of
these simulated carrier approaches for the moderate and severe turbulence
conditions, respectively. Listed on these tables are the pilot's Cooper
ratings and the average terminal values of deviation from the glide slope
and lateral displacement from the deck centerline, for each configuration
.
Two typical time histories of simulated approaches are shown in Figs. 19
and 20. In these figures the starting point for the simulated approach
is at the left margin and the termination of the approach is ax the right
margin of these graphs. These left and right margins correspond respectively
to the beginning of the approach at a range of 5000 feet, and the termina-
tion of the approach over the ramp. The terminal values of altitude devia-
tion from the glide slope (channel one) and lateral displacement from the
deck centerline (channel six) were obtained from such time histories. Time
histories were recorded for all the simulated approaches in the nonlinear
roll damper investigation.
Examination of the results shown in Table VIII (moderate atmospheric
turbulence) reveals that the Cooper ratings given by the pilots followed no
set pattern. The averages of Cooper ratings for each configuration shown in
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. le VIII are only spread between 2.7 and 3«1« Individual ratings in
se moderate turbulence flights have no apparent correlation with air-
plane-pilot performance. In no case did a pilot assign the best Cooper
ing to that configuration which he flew most precisely in both alti-
tude and lateral displacement. In the most extreme case, pilot A gave
the worst Cooper rating to that configuration with which he performed
most precisely in both altitude and lateral displacement. It would ap-
pear at this point that either the turbulence level was too low or the
configurations were not distinctive enough to yield clear comparisons.
It will be shown later that a preferred configuration did clearly emerge
in the higher atmospheric turbulence flight condition. Therefore, it is
concluded that this turbulence level was too low to show meaningful dif-
ferences . It is believed that the moderate atmospheric turbulence level
limited the required lateral control stick activity to a degree where
the pilots were unable to distinguish differences in the nonlinear roll
damper configurations tested.
Simulated carrier approaches at the severe atmospheric turbulence
level, on the other hand, produced some meaningful results. It can be
seen in Table IX that roll damper configuration 1 received the best Cooper
rating and was flown with less lateral displacement error than all others
.
The altitude deviation data shows no correlation between Cooper rating i
altitude deviation from glide slope. This is believed to be the result of
the unchanged longitudinal airplane dynamics, and was also apparent in the
phase of this thesis concerned with the simulator evaluation.
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Roll damper configurations 2, 3> and k were rated about equally j
severe atmospheric turbulence, with no clear distinction concerning their
relative merits. A plot of the averaged data for each configuration, at
a atmospheric turbulence levels, falls in the bands defined in Fig. 18.
However, the datum points which make up these average points are so widely
scattered that no inferences will be drawn in this regard. The only con-
clusions considered valid in the roll damper investigation are that, in
moderate atmospheric turbulence the pilots had no strong preference as to
the roll damper configuration, and that in severe atmospheric turbulence
they clearly prefer configuration 1. It should be noted that configura-
tion 1 is the nonlinearity currently used in the F-8 airplane's lateral
control system.
There remains one suggestion which should be considered. It has beer-
shown that configuration 1 was rated superiorly to the other three con-
figurations considered in this investigation. ' Examination of the four
configurations indicates that, if there is an optimum configuration other
than configuration 1, it is likely to be one which has a steeper slope to
the sides. The steeper slope would give the pilot more lateral maneuver-
ability for small stick deflections and still afford good damping with no
stick deflection. With the steeper slope to the sides, a "flat top" may
possibly be advantageous. A study directed along these suggested lines is
considered worthy of some future effort.
The use of different levels of atmospheric turbulence, while not a
main part of this study, did yield some information which is worthy of
mention. It has been stated that flight information obtained in "mo&era
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turbulence on the simulator showed no clear pilot preferences for any one
roll damper configuration. Simulated flights in "severe" turbulence, how-
ever, allowed differences to become apparent to the pilots. This would
indicate that future studies using the simulator should be conducted only




IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The phase of this study concerned with the development and
evaluation of the flight simulator lead to the following conclusions.
1. The simulator display was found to "be effective and realistic
in the manner in which it presents the flight information. This dis-
play may be modified to suit the purposes of further investigations.
2. The flight simulator is capable of reproducing actual flight
test information with meaningful correspondence, when there are non-
trivial differences in the parameters under investigation. The flight
simulator should prove to be a useful experimental tool.
3. There may be a direct correspondence between average pilot-
airplane lateral-directional performance and pilot opinion rating
(Cooper rating), when there are notable differences in the lateral-
directional control systems being evaluated. This correspondence is
strongly indicated for group average performance and opinion rating.
Individual pilots will deviate from this pattern.
h. The changing of the simulated lateral-directional character-
istics of the airplane does not effect pilot -airplane longitudinal per-
formance when the simulated longitudinal dynamics are not changed.
Based on the results of the nonlinear roll damper investigation the
following conclusions were drawn.
1. The pilot opinion ratings and pilot -airplane performance obtained
from the simulator flights, in moderate atmospheric turbulence, indicated
no preferred roll damper system of the four configurations tested.
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2. The pilot opinion ratings and pilot -airplane performance in
severe atmospheric turbulence, clearly indicated a preference for roll
damper configuration one. No distinction is apparent between the re-
maining three roll damper configurations tested, in severe turbulence.
It is recommended that:
1. A visual presentation similar to the "ball" portion of an air-
plane's turn and bank indicator be added to the simulator display to
give the pilot the information required to effectively coordinate the
aileron and rudder controls
.
2. An investigation be conducted concerning the possible improve-
ment afforded by a "hood" for the display, a larger display screen, an
angle of attack indicator and a pilot controlled throttle.
3- A simulator investigation be conducted to determine if a steeper
slope to the sides of the nonlinear roll damper gain function, with or
without a "flat top", is more advantageous than the configuration
presently in use on the F-8 airplane (configuration l)
.
k. Any future control system studies on this simulator be conducted
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TABLE II
PILOT FLIGHT EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
Pilot A B.S. degree in Aeronautical Engineering.
Currently a candidate for the M.S.E. degree in Aeronautical
Engineering. U.S. Navy pilot.
Total flight time I65O hours
Total reciprocating time 1550 hours
Total jet time 100 hours
Total carrier landings 172
Pilot B B.S. degree in Aeronautical Engineering.
Currently a candidate for the M.S.E. degree in Aeronautical
Engineering. U.S. Navy pilot.
Total flight time 23 00 hours
Total reciprocating time 2300 hours
Limited jet experience
Limited carrier experience
Pilot C B.S. degree in Aeronautical Engineering.
Currently a candidate for the M.S.E. degree in Aeronautical
Engineering. U.S. Navy pilot.
Total flight time I65O hours
Total reciprocating time 300 hours
Total jet time 1350 hours
Total jet carrier landings 278
Pilot D M.S.E. degree in Aeronautical Engineering, research test pilot,
U.S. Naval Reserve pilot.
Total flight time 2 5 00 hours
Limited jet experience
Limited carrier experience
Pilot E Graduate of U.S. Naval Test Pilot School, Patuxent River, Maryland,
U.S. Navy test pilot.
Total flight time kQ00 hours
Total reciprocating time 3100 hours
Total jet time 1700 hours
Total F-8 time 25 hours
Total jet carrier landings 22

TABLE II (continued)
Pilot F Graduate Aeronautical Engineer, Graduate of U.S. Naval Test
Pilot School, Patuxent River, Maryland, U.S. Navy test pilot
Total flight time 2 3 00 hours
Total reciprocating time 500 hours
Total jet time 1800 hours





b = 35-7 feet
= 0.895
c = 11.8 feet
e.g. @ :lk°Jo c
-*-xx
= 10,200 slug-feet2
I = 96,000 slug -feet2
-*-zz
= 101,200 slug -feet
S = 375 feet2
v = 139 kts. = 235 fe.
w = 22,000 pounds






= + 17 degrees
Tj =1.7 degree (angle between body and principal axis)
Aerodynamic derivatives:
longitudinal
Ct = +2.6 per radian
a
Ct = +0.39 per radian
Cm = -h.5 per radian/second
C = -0.55 per radian/second
a
Cm = -O.38 per radian




Cv = -1.26 per radian
Cy = +0.^-1 per radian/second
Cy = +0.28 per radian/second
Cyc = +0.23 per radian
C. = -O.276 per radian/second
C* = +0.15 per radian/second
C = -O.I87 per radian
Co = +0.071 per radian
6a
C„ = +0.01 per radian
ur
C^ = -0.33 per radian/second
r
Cnj) = -0.04 per radian/second
Cn = +0.2^6 per radian
3
Cn* = -O.O25 per radian
°a
Cn*. = -0.124 per radian

TABLE IV
AIRPLANE STABILITY DERIVATIVES FROM REFERENCE 7
Stability-
Derivative












































Range Elapsed time jfcl + &2 1.83 - i! L03
R+362
sec . cm cm
5000 .183 1.74 .187
4500 2.82 .221 1.73 .206
4000 5.65 .251 1.72 .229
3500 QM .311 1.70 .259
3000 11.3 .366 1.68 .297
2500 14.1 .434 1.65 • 3^9
2000 17.0 .525 1.63 .423
1500 19.8 .694 1.58 .537
1000 22.6 .978 1.51 .733
500 25A 1.786 1.36 1.16
























•*About zero mean lateral wind
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YAW STABILIZATION SYSTEM COMPUTER DIAGRAM
-8,
FIGURE 9



























































































































































MENT IS ZERO PILOT'S EYE
FIGURE 14




































































DISPLACEMENT vs COOPER RATING
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EVALUATION OF SIMULATOR DATA
20
18
O LATERAL DISPLACEMENT (d)
CONFIGURATION AVERAGE d
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